Document
Management
System
Complete and secure document management solution
Cloudhaz DMS is a powerful, cloud-based document management solution that improves
productivity and automates time-critical business processes. Users can index, store, retrieve,
route and share documents. This intuitive software offers powerful document management
features, which can be used by companies of all sizes.

Access documents remotely

Manage document metadata

Work smarter with documents

Manage meeting preparation and notes

Organize documents based on how you
do business

Foster collaboration amongst employees,
without losing control

Accelerate document approval processes

Minimize capital expenditure (SaaS)

Build your knowledge base

Assure service availability

Cloudhaz Document Management System

Where is the content that runs your business? Is it centrally managed or is it
spread across multiple endpoints and network file shares? Cloudhaz provides
document management services that allow organizations to manage electronic
files and automate document-centric business processes.
Does your staff often ask questions like:
- Should I save the proposal in the sales folder or in the customers folder?
- Where did the marketing team save the latest presentation?
If so, Cloudhaz DMS will make your life easier, by eliminating those impossible-to-manage
folders. Just save to the vault and open from the vault. You can then find and display files
based on tags or metadata, such as all invoices by month, all purchase orders by customer or
all files related to a certain customer or project. It is dynamic and instantaneous.

Organizations produce piles of
documents, images and other
information electronically.
Locating this information is a
time-consuming task, since
users tend to save documents
on their own computers.
Nobody knows what
information is across the
company and what
information is needed.

Why use Cloudhaz DMS?
Cloudhaz DMS builds a highly valuable repository of corporate information in order to
facilitate knowledge creation and improve business decision-making. The results are:
- Improved productivity through shared practices
- Greater cost efficiencies
- Better customer relations
- Faster sales cycles
- Shortened product time-to-market and better decision-making

Cloudhaz Document Management System

Cloud service

User interface

Unlike traditional content management
solutions, we do not come with a hefty
price tag or a complex implementation
cycle. Furthermore, we can offer you the
advantages of the Cloud:

At Cloudhaz, simplicity is an important
aspect of every product we create. We have
invested heavily in streamlining our user
interface. This way, you will not have to
reach for the manual every time you need
to upload a file or submit a change. So, you
are never more than a couple clicks from
completing your task.

- Reduced costs for infrastructure,
applications, storage
- Automated maintenance
- Mobile access
- Adaptable, configurable and easy to scale

Looking to put content to work? It is incredibly easy with Cloudhaz DMS.

Deployment

Try it now for free
Contact us for a free 15-day evaluation

Cloudhaz DMS is deployed as SaaS
(Software as a Service), optimized to run
over the Internet, accessible via a web
browser from any device or application. We
offer a unique user experience:
- Easy to get started
- Easy to extend
- Intuitive
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